
New vision of your living space

The most effective thermal insulation is provided by combining multiple factors at one go:
а wide, massive 82 mm profile that effectively retains the heat in the room and 6 air chambers
create thermal insulation barrier that prevents the heat loss. An additional sealing contour
prevents drafts and improves the quality of the product thermal insulation characteristics.
In addition, the profile allows using the double-glazed windows up to 44 mm thick, which
means that the windows can be completed with the maximum energy saving characteristics

Maximum heat, maximum reliability

Vikonda Cottage 
profile system from Vikonda

frame sash mullion

The 6-chamber profile system Vikonda Cottage is a perfect solution for the windows manufacture
to install in a private house. In addition to their maximum energy efficiency, the profile-based
Vikonda Cottage windows are not only warm, but also reliable and extremely stylish

The style of the windows based on Vikonda Cottage profile is perfect for most private houses.
The structures look best in the laminated version, i. e. decorative films that imitate the texture and color
of natural wood. Ideally they are combined with the massive rounded frames and sashes. Wide massive
profile assures reliability, which is the additional advantage. The rigid structure does not deform
even with a large window size and provides a significant resistance to any attempts of breaking in

Stylish windows for private homes 
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mounting depth

82 mm

sealing contours 

3

insulated glass unit maximum thickness

up to 44 mm 

burglary resistance classification 

up to RC2



Color chart
Vikonda Cottage

stock
package

New vision of your living space

the color of sealing strip the color of the structure bodythe color of laminationr

graysheffield oak is gray gray

beigeoak turner beige

whitesheffield oak alpine gray

whitesheffield oak gray

grayantique gray

beigenatural oak beige

beigegolden oak beige

beigewalnut beige

beigemontana oak black

beigedark cherry black

graysilver metallic gray

graygray matt gray

graybasalt gray

grayquartz gray

grayumber matte black

grayatracite black

grayatracite gray matt black

graysandy atracite black

grayblack and brown matt black


